Remote sensing for early warning of natural meteorological and hydrological disasters and provision of transportation safety over the Black Sea in Georgia
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Abstract

The effectiveness of the use of satellite information for the early warning of meteorological and hydrological disasters and provision of transportation safety on the Black Sea in Georgia were investigated. The research of determination of Sea Surface Temperatures by means of satellite information, verification of the obtained results based on quality control/quality assessment procedures were carried out.
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1. Introduction

Frequency and intensity of natural disasters has significantly increased in Georgia due to the modern climate change over the last ten years. It is established that 80% of natural disasters, 70% of human casualties and 65% of economic losses fall to the share of disasters related to weather and water [1]. Hence, the identification of the natural disasters related to weather and water and their forecast is extremely important.

According to the Strategic Plan of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) the use of Satellite technologies, in the operational activities and research work of its members National Meteorological Hydrological Services (NMHS) is of great importance, as:
- Satellites give possibility to receive meteorological & hydrological information from the regions uncovered by the observations (such as oceans and hardly accessible areas of the land);
- Satellites provide quick identification of natural meteorological and hydrological disasters for early warning and their timely delivery to policy-makers.

Regardless of the fact that none of the existing satellites and their sensors have been designed exclusively for the monitoring of natural disasters related to weather and water, the accessed information from different visible, near infrared, thermal infrared and short wave bands of electromagnetic scale gives opportunity of gathering necessary information and timely identification of the mentioned hazards [2].

2. Possibilities of Satellite Monitoring

The Earth observation satellite system is of two types: geostationary and polar orbiting. Polar orbiting satellites are more effective than geostationary ones for monitoring of natural meteorological and
hydrological disasters, as they ensure reception of global scale information. Each sensor of such satellites can collect various types of unique information on the Earth surface and coastal waters. For example, long wave sensors, infrared range data are used for the detection of fires; the relatively short wave range information of infrared spectrum can be used to study floods. Microwave sensors are used for monitoring of underlying surface (water, soil, snow).

From a great number of polar orbiting satellites were reviewed the satellites and sensors on board that are effective for the early warning of disasters characteristic of Georgia. The obtained analysis showed that those systems are: NOAA, TERRA, AQUA, LANDSAT, SPOT, ERS and RADARSAT [3]. The synthetic aperture radars, the so called “SAR systems”, are used for the observation in case of clouds (RADARSAT and ERS satellites). They collect data in the microwave range of electromagnetic spectrum under any climatic conditions, cloudy or clear situation and at any time (day or night).

The analyses of the above discussed satellite data show that the use of satellite information for Georgian territory from the wide range of disasters related to weather and water is the most effective for early warning of floods, inundation, environmental accidents (among them oil spills) and forest fires and provision of shipping safety on the Black Sea.

Among the natural meteorological and hydrological disasters flooding is the most widespread phenomenon. The remote sensing information is effective for flood management and it gives possibilities for:

- Detailed mapping that is required for preparation of hazard assessment maps;
- Provision of hydrological models with initial data;
- Quantitative assessment of soil state;
- Modeling of large scale flooding for identification of the areas of high risk; and
- Providing early warning.

Generally, remote sensed images are used for identification of flood prone areas and flood forecasting based on hydrological models. For proper forecasting of the flooding the snow cover data are needed. Snow cover examination is perspective using radar radiometer [4] that practically does not depend on the atmosphere state and day-night time. Land cover images with and without snow cover from TERRA/MODIS Satellite are presented in Fig.1. The following problems were identified while studying snow cover using satellite information for Georgia:

- The resolution of microwave radiometer (from 25 km – to 5 km) was not enough for mountainous regions of Georgia;
- The determination of snow cover height was possible from 0 to 80 cm, which was insufficient for Georgian conditions (in some regions snow cover height was more than 2 m).

In future this problem may be solved employing high resolution and low frequency (6-10 GHZ) radiometer [5].

In Fig. 2 TERRA/MODIS satellite image showing Borjomi-Kharagauli nature reserve (Georgia) forest fire in August 15, 2008 is presented. The satellite data are processed by UNOSAT „Satellite solutions for all” [6]. Initial treatment shows that damaged area is equal to 450 ha for 17 August but this result needs additional investigation.

3. Methodology of determination of the Black Sea surface temperatures from remote sensing

One of the measures for the provision of transportation safety over the marine area is to obtain high accuracy forecasts especially in case of disaster developed conditions. Achievement of successful forecasts depends on initial data, namely initial data of the sea surface temperature (SST). For determination of the Black Sea (BS) SST proper observational net is needed. In case of Georgia such net consists of hydrometeorological (oceanographic) stations located in Batumi, Kobuleti and Poti, which is rather rare for defining qualitative BS SST values in the points of regular grid. The use of satellite information for this purpose is the most valuable [3]. The investigation showed that the use of AVHRR and MODIS sensors was the most efficient, but the received BS SST data needed some adjustment and correction to minimize corresponding errors in satellite data.

The progress can be made by applying special quality control /quality assessment (QC/QA) procedures step by step. At the first stage QC/QA was carried for the pixel level and at the second stage – for the net level. The main element of analysis was the identification of anomalies and their withdrawal aiming to disable wiping the result (net product). QC/QA for satellite information was carried by means of hydrometeorological data of the stations - Qobuleti and Poti.
Location accuracy is crucial for success of QC/QA of satellite information. For the refinement of the outline of the Georgian Black Sea coastal zone the Landsat/ETM archive images are used. These images are utilized as the data are transferred as location view i.e. the coordinate of any point is given with high accuracy. The determined outline of the Georgian Black Sea coastal zone is shown in Fig. 3.
Based on the research the QC/QA methodology is summarized as follows:

1. During calculations those pixels have to be excluded for which:
   - satellite zenith angle exceeds 53°;
   - the Sun zenith angle is less than 10°;
2. BS SST is calculated by night algorithm, if the Sun zenith angle exceeds 75°, and consequently - by day algorithm if the Sun zenith angle is less than 75°;
3. Calculated values of BS SST are representative and used for those pixels for which cloudy indexes are equal to 0;
4. The Black Sea outline should be of the type as presented on Fig.3 for achieving high location accuracy for satellites with resolution of 30 m or less;
5. Checking information the satellite data is treated as inadequate if satellite observation deviation from hydrometeorological data is more than 3°C;
6. BS SST of Georgian coast have to be calculated by multichannel method for the corresponding pixels of c. Kobuleti (east longitude 41.76399°, north latitude 41.82869°) and c. Poti (east longitude 41°.75873°, north latitude 42.10637°).

The QC/QA procedures implementation for satellite information is more effective to carry out based on drifter information. It would be noted that the quality of observational data is crucial for the success of calculations of BS circulation models [7]. That clearly shows necessity to implement such a QC/QA having enough statistics about drifter BS SST data sets (http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/index.html.). At present such a works are carried out.

Assuming above mentioned the following may be concluded:

1. For the purpose of early warning of disasters of meteorological & hydrological origin local observable on the Georgian territory from the wide range of Earth Observational Satellites the use of NOAA, AQUA, TERRA, LANDSAT and SPOT satellites & RADARSAT and ERS radar satellite systems is appropriate;
2. From the natural disasters related to weather and water charactering Georgian territory the use of satellite data is most effective for early warning of floods, forest fires and for the provision of transportation safety on the Black Sea;
3. Established procedures of QC/QA are effective for the adjustment and correction of BS SST satellite data.

4. Conclusions

From above mentioned the following may be concluded:

From the wide range of Earth Observational Satellites the use of NOAA, AQUA, TERRA, LANDSAT and SPOT satellites & RADARSAT and ERS radar satellite systems are the most appropriate for the purpose of early warning of meteorological and hydrological disasters locally observable on the Georgian territory;

Out of all the weather and water related natural disasters peculiar for Georgian territory the use of satellite data is the most effective for early warning of floods, forest fires and for the provision of transportation safety on the Black Sea;

Established procedures of QC/QA are effective for the adjustment and correction of BS SST satellite data.
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